Tennis Match Results
Arkansas vs Jackson State
Mar 23, 2016 at Jackson, Miss.
(JSU Tennis Facility)

#26 Arkansas 5, Jackson State 0

Singles Competition
1. #83 Ana Oparenovic (ARK) def. Julie Angermann (JSU) 6-1, 6-2
2. Makenzie Craft (ARK) def. Ana Zviahintse (JSU) 6-2, 6-0
3. Sasha Shkorupeieva (ARK) def. Akshatha Ananth (JSU) 6-1, 6-0
4. Flavia Araujo (ARK) def. Ariel Dickson (JSU) 6-2, 6-1

Doubles Competition
1. Yuliya Lysa/Agne Cepelyte (ARK) def. Karina Ono/Ariel Dickson (JSU) 6-0

Match Notes:
Arkansas 11-6 (3-2); National ranking #26
Jackson State 7-9